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This  work presents  the  complete  data  pipeline  and  general  implementation details  for  the  Tucuman Space
Weather  Center  (TSWC)  services  (https://spaceweather.facet.unt.edu.ar/).  The  TSWC programme,  from the
Universidad Nacional de Tucumán (UNT) in Argentina, is a new web-based service dedicated to space weather
monitoring with emphasis on the upper atmosphere.

The services relie heavily on the acquisition, processing and analysis of heterogeneous data from a variety of
sources that are not only from  local instruments at the UNT, but also from  external sources. The acquisition
stage of the data depends on its source. Local instruments have a dedicated, and physically attached, computer
that receives raw instrument data, applies a local pre-processing step to clean it, and finally transfers it, via FTP,
to the TSWC server. These instruments include an AIS-INGV ionospheric sounder, a continuous HF doppler
radar  system,  two  GNSS receivers,  a  riometer  and  a  magnetometer  (deployed  in  collaboration  with  other
institutions). Data from external sources, obtained from publicly available databases, is often already cleaned
and is transferred directly, again via FTP, to the TSWC server.

The complete data pipeline for the TSWC service can be seen in Figure 1. It consists of five stages: acquisition,
pre-processing,  persistent  storage,  analysis  and  processing,  and  visualization.  Acquisition  has  already been
discussed in the abrove paragraph. In the pre-processing stage, the heterogeneous data (text, images, etc.) is
further cleaned by treating missing data, varying resolutions (both spacial and time), and applying a consistent
data  structure.  This  stage  also  standardizes  the  metadata  format.  The next  stage  involves  loading  the  pre-
processed data into persistent storage. This is achieved through an application programming interface (API) that
connects  to  a  NoSQL database.  This  API  also  serves  data  to  the  analysis  and  processing  stage,  which  is
responsible for generating each service. The resulting services are visualized to the final use by a web app. 
                                                                                

Figure1. Complete data pipeline for the TSWC services

This presentation aims to create an opportunity to discuss data pipelines and software development for robust
monitoring systems and other services applied to space weather.
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